**Classics**
Reader Hoff, S.
**Danny and the Dinosaur** by Sid Hoff
A dinosaur spends the day with Danny

Reader Lobel, A.
**Frog and Toad are Friends** by Arnold Lobel
Gentle stories about two special friends

398.2 B756m
**The Mitten: a Ukrainian Folktale** by Jan Brett
Several animals sleep snugly in Nicki’s lost mitten until the bear sneezes

**My World**  
*Books about life experiences*

152.47 Ag16h
**Hands are Not for Hitting** by Martine Agassi
Positive ways to deal with feelings

811 Si13s2
**Swirl by Swirl: Spirals in Nature** by Joyce Sidman
Spirals are everywhere

P Bang, M.
**When Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really Angry...** by Molly Bang
Sophie has a special tree where she can cool off

P Frankel, A.
**Once Upon a Potty** by Alona Frankel
Different versions for boys and for girls

P Isadora, R.
**I Hear a Pickle** by Rachel Isadora
Explore your five senses

P Katz, K.
**Rosie Goes to Preschool** by Karen Katz
A preschooler explains what to expect

P McAllister
**15 Things Not to Do with a Baby** by Margaret McAllister
Expert advice from an older sibling

P McQuinn, A.
**Lola at the Library** by Anna McQuinn
On Tuesdays, Lola and Mommy go to the library

P Shannon, G.
**One Family** by George Shannon
A counting book that helps readers understand that families can be many things

**Explore Berkeley Public Library**
Find out about library events, story times, and children’s books!
www.berkeleypubliclibrary.org

---

**Preschool Books**

*Books for preschoolers selected by the Children’s Services staff of Berkeley Public Library.*

**Classics**

P Baker, K.
**Big Fat Hen** by Keith Baker
Big Fat Hen with all her chicks and all her friends

P Barton, B.
**Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs** by Byron Barton
Once there were different kinds of dinosaurs

P Bemelmans, L.
**Madeline** by Ludwig Bemelmans
Madeline is the littlest girl in a Paris boarding school

P Brown-Wood, J.
**Grandma’s Tiny House: A Counting Story** by JaNay Brown-Wood
How will all the guests fit in Grandma’s tiny house?

P Burton, V.
**Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel** by Virginia Lee Burton
A steam shovel proves her worth to Popperville

P Carle, E.
**The Very Hungry Caterpillar** by Eric Carle
A week spent eating with a caterpillar

P Crews D.
**Freight Train** by Donald Crews
A freight train moves down this track...

P Dorros, A.
**Abuela** by Arthur Dorros
A girl and her grandmother fly over New York City

P Ehler, L.
**Eating the Alphabet** by Lois Ehler
Fruits and vegetables, from apricot to zucchini

P Falconer, I.
**Olivia** by Ian Falconer
Olivia is an energetic, imaginative pig

P Falwell, C.
**Feast for 10** by Cathryn Falwell
Count from 1 to 10 as a family prepares a meal

---

*Books in the Picture Book and Reader sections are arranged by the author’s last name. Books in the Non-Fiction section have a numerical call number; e.g., 152.47*
In the Tall, Tall Grass by Denise Fleming
Lots of creatures to see in the tall, tall grass

Corduroy by Don Freeman
A toy bear searches for his missing button

¡Fiesta! by Ginger Foglesong Guy
Children throw a party in this colorful picture book in English and Spanish.

Kittens First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes
Is that a saucer of milk in the sky?

Angelina Ballerina by Katharine Holabird
Angelina Mouse loves to dance

Harold and the Purple Crayon by Crockett Johnson
Harold draws an imaginary world

A Mother for Choco by Keiko Kasza
A lonely bird named Choco searches for a mother

Whistle for Willie by Ezra Jack Keats
Peter wants to be able to call his dog by whistling

The Story of Ferdinand by Munro Leaf
Everyone thinks quiet Ferdinand is the fiercest of bulls

Dim Sum for Everyone! by Grace Lin
The whole family enjoys tasty little dishes of dim sum

Julián is a Mermaid by Jessica Love
Julián creates the perfect mermaid costume to wear to the parade with Abuela.

George and Martha by James Marshall
Two hippopotamuses demonstrate how to be friends

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin, Jr.
Is there room for the alphabet in the coconut tree?

Make Way for Ducklings by Robert McCloskey
A family of ducks settle in the middle of Boston

Here Comes Mother Goose by Iona Opie
Presents more than sixty traditional nursery rhymes

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie by Laura Numeroff
Just give a cookie to a mouse and sets off a funny chain of events

It’s Okay to Be Different by Todd Parr
A colorful look at friendship and acceptance

The Lion & the Mouse by Jerry Pinkney
A wordless adaptation of Aesop’s famous tale

Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
Max imagines a voyage to the land of the wild things

Caps For Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
A peddler discovers monkeys have taken his caps

Brave Irene by William Steig
Irene must deliver the party dress to the duchess!

Harry, the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion
Harry gets so dirty his family doesn’t recognize him

The Napping House by Audrey Wood
Everyone is sleeping until a flea comes along

How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night? by Jane Yolen
Do you slam your tail or give a big hug and kiss?

Trashy Town by Andrea Zimmerman
Little by little the trash man, cleans up his town